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SEPTEMBER 24, 1976

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

OFFICE OF THE WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)
THE WHITE HOUSE
OF THE PRESIDENT
AND
QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION
RE~ARKS

THE ITALIAN MARKET
11:46 A.M.

EDT

THE PRESIDENT: Good morning.
hope you feel the same way.

I feel great.

I

Let me thank everybody for the opportunity to come
to this wonderful Italian market. I have heard about it for
years. I know political candidates have some years in the
past, but I don't think a President of the United States has
ever come down to visit all you wonderful people in the
Italian market.
I thank you for your welcome. I do want to thank
the students and others from St. Paul's and ~ary Magdalene
schools for being here.
Let me just make one or two comments that I think
affect all of us as Americans. When I was very young, I
was taught by my Sunday school teacher that the beauty of
Joseph's coat was its many colors. The stren~h of America
is its many colors and many nationalities, and we want to
keep it that way.
I have had the privilege to visit many of our major
metropolitan areas over the time that I have been Presirlent
and before. We must retain the kind of neighborhoods that you
and your forefathers have built in Philadelphia and Chicago and
Detroit and elsewhere. Those neighborhoods -- with your own
shops, with your own schools, with your own churches -- those
are the kinds of neighborhoods that make America what it is,
and I promise you we will keep them that way.
It is wonderful to be here with my good friend John
Heinz. Let me say that working together with him and others
we will see that the great Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the
City of Philadelphia and the United States will see better
and better places for all of us to live in our third century
of American history.
Thank you very much.
QUESTION: Mr. President, have you forgiven Senator
Schweicker?
THE PRESIDENT: We have been good friends in
the ?ast and we are in the future.
END
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